TWEETING LIKE MAD

CUTE PROJECT ABOUT THE YELLOW WALLPAPER
For this project, I created a Twitter account based on Jane, the main character in *The Yellow Wallpaper*. There are quite a lot of tweets here, and I apologize for that, but they’re all relevant.
Jane

Perpetually bored and maybe a little crazy.
John would be so upset to see me online. >:) #idc #sucharebel
At least my list of rules is short (LOL)
Rule 1: Don't do anything.
Rule 2: Not a single thing.
Rule 3: See rules 1 & 2
#thishouseisaprison
3/4/15, 1:13 PM
ThatAwkwardMomentWhen I keep writing just to spite them (because I'm a lil rebel) but then I start getting tired...maybe John is right...:(

3/4/15, 1:20 PM
John: *sees a pretty bedroom downstairs*
John: *knows I love said pretty room*
John: "I'm gonna stick you in this big, ugly, yellow room."
These gardens are beautiful tho

This wallpaper is hideous...

Did John really just call me a goose? #whatthehell
Am I crazy for thinking there's a person hiding behind the wallpaper?

Jane

3/4/15, 1:26 PM

LOL I'm probably just seeing things.... #hopefully

Jane

3/4/15, 1:26 PM
SO sick of all these people...thank goodness the Fourth of July is over!
There's a smudge on my wall! I bet it has to do with that figure I keep seeing.

#ImReallyNotCrazy

3/4/15, 1:31 PM
John tries so hard to make me well.
..if only he'd let me leave this place..

3/4/15, 1:32 PM

I'm getting more and more tired and everything keeps getting harder
I see the woman clearer each day. She's creeping as I type.

3/4/15, 1:35 PM

I want to leave. John won't let me leave. This place is making me worse. John won't let me leave. Why won't he take me away from here??

The woman kept me up late last night. I think she wants out of the wallpaper. I certainly would, were I her.
I want to leave.

3/4/15, 1:37 PM

John won't let me leave.

3/4/15, 1:37 PM
Lol John thinks I'm sleeping.
#fooledhim
I'm becoming so deceitful.

John is starting to scare me...

Why are John and Jennie suddenly so interested in MY wallpaper? Jennie was TOUCHING it. She makes excuses but she's studying the patterns.

3/4/15, 1:41 PM

I KNOW she's studying the patterns.
John thinks my improvement is happening in spite of the wallpaper. What a dweeb... It's BECAUSE of the wallpaper. :D

3/4/15, 1:43 PM

but what if he found out he might take me away oh no that can't happen i havent even found out the pattern yet oh no
What the hell is that smell?

Seriously, what is that smell.
there's a smudge on the wall...all the way around...like a smooch..

3/4/15, 1:46 PM

round and around and round and around and round the wall it goes LOL

3/4/15, 1:46 PM

downstairs these patterns are definitely moving - that woman is shaking them! omg.

3/4/15, 1:46 PM

the woman got out! she's outside all of my windows! and creeping even in the daylight!

#thisisabsurd

3/4/15, 1:47 PM
She hides when she creeps in the daylight

3/4/15, 1:48 PM

Honestly I don't blame her. It would be embarrassing to be caught creeping in the daylight...that's why I always lock the doors when I creep.

3/4/15, 1:49 PM

of course, I can only creep during the day, because John would see me at night and he just doesn't understand

3/4/15, 1:49 PM
Jane

I wish John would get a different room. He's acting weird. And what if he gets the woman out before I do?? I just want him to leave.

Jane

I can't tell them what's going on. I can't TRUST them.

Jane

creep creep creepy creep <3

Jane

John and Jennie are talking about me. Probably all good things. WHY is he being so WEIRD

Jane

#creepingfordays
YASS John is out this evening.
3/4/15, 1:53 PM

Jennie trying to sleep with me...LOL nice try hun
3/4/15, 1:53 PM

helping this poor woman pull off all this wallpaper.
#shakingandpulling
#pullingandshaking
3/4/15, 1:54 PM

this ends TO-DAY
3/4/15, 1:54 PM
and I really don't even like LOOKING out the window, there are so many of those creeping women at least Jennie didn't find my rope. maybe I can tie up this woman if she tries to escape...

3/4/15, 1:58 PM

they creep so FAST

3/4/15, 2:00 PM

WHY WON'T THIS BED MOVE I NEED SOMETHING TO STAND ON I AM SO MAD RIGHT NOW I'M ABOUT TO JUMP OUT THIS WINDOW

3/4/15, 1:58 PM

no...can't jump out the window... that's improper.

3/4/15, 1:59 PM

I wonder if they all came out of the wallpaper like I did....

3/4/15, 2:00 PM
ugh it is going to be so hard to get back behind the wallpaper when nighttime comes

#OhWell

but really it's worth the trouble. it's so nice to be out in this big room and creep as much as I like

I won't even get lost! My shoulder fits perfectly in this smooch

I'll never go outside. Jennie can't make me. Outside I'd creep on the ground like some ANIMAL and everything is GREEN instead of YELLOW ugh
LOL @ John banging on the door like I'd actually let him in.

3/4/15, 2:04 PM

Jane

he wants me to open the door. how am I supposed to do that??

3/4/15, 2:05 PM

Jane

did he just say he's getting an axe?? what a weirdo

3/4/15, 2:04 PM

Jane

I told him where the key is so he wouldn't break down that pretty pretty door

3/4/15, 2:04 PM
is he FRIGHTENED of me??

3/4/15, 2:05 PM

I really told him. I got out even though they tried to stop me and I'm nEVER GOING BACK

why the hell did he faint??
ugh now he's in my way and I have to creep over him every time :(

3/4/15, 2:07 PM